SUMMARY Fourteen children with various seizure disorders were studied using a cerebral blood flow tracer, 123I iodoamphetamine (0.05 mCi/kg), and single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT). In the five patients with radiological lesions, SPECT showed congruent or more extensive abnormalities. Five of the nine children with a normal scan on computed tomography had abnormal SPECT studies consisting of focal hypoperfusion, diffuse hemispheric hypoperfusion, multifocal and bilateral hypoperfusion, or focal hyperperfusion. A focal lesion seen on SPECT has been found in children with tonic-clonic seizures suggesting secondarily generalised seizures. Moreover the pattern seen on SPECT seemed to be related to the clinical status. An extensive impairment found on SPECT was associated with a poor evolution in terms of intellectual performance and seizure frequency. Conversely all children with a normal result on SPECT had less than two seizures per year and normal neurological and intellectual development.
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The usefulness of studies with positron emission tomography in adult epilepsy is now well established.1' Both cerebral metabolism and cerebral blood flow are significantly increased during focal or generalised seizures while both are depressed in the postictal and interictal state.2 3 The presence of the interictal abnormality is remarkable in view of the fact that neuroradiological techniques usually fail to show any structural lesions in patients who might benefit from surgical treatment. 4 Unfortunately, facilities for positron emission tomography are not widely available and remain very expensive. New cerebral blood flow tracers which are labelled with conventional y ray emitters have been developed and allow the use of the single photon emission computed tomographic (SPECT) devices present in most nuclear medicine departments. The major determinants of the brain distribution of these tracers are cerebral blood flow and neuronal mass.5 Although this technique is purely semiquantitative, its low cost and convenience make it highly attractive for a widespread clinical use.
Studies performed in adults using 123I iodoamphetamine and SPECT have shown similar alterations as previously described in positron emission tomography. 6 pentobarbitone (Nembutal, 5 mg/kg intrarectal) one hour before the examination. Patients were placed in a quiet environment, then an intravenous line was inserted into the forearm. About three minutes later 0*05 mCi/kg of 123I iodoamphetamine were administered (with a minimum of 0-5 mCi) and after another 30 minutes children were taken to the camera room. Depending upon the child's size, either the head or the whole trunk was fixed in a polystyrene vacuum cushion. All the children were perfectly quiet throughout the examination. SPECT imaging was performed using an Elscint rotating camera and a low energy, high sensitivity collimator.
Data for 3600 were collected using 30 second frames and 6°increments. Transaxial and coronal reconstructions were calculated after a high frequency cut off using a Hamming-Hann filter by an Apex 415 computer system. The transverse axis was reorientated along the orbitomeatal line. Slices were 2 pixels thick (17 mm). After a background subtraction of 7% of the maximum, differences of more than 12% between symmetrical regions of the brain were considered significant. Computed tomography was performed in the same week with the Siemens Somatom DRH head scanner using a standard technique. Results The findings on electroencephalography, computed tomography, and SPECT are summarised in table 2.
A normal SPECT pattern is displayed in the figure (A). Two children (patients 1 and 2) who had intractable complex partial seizures and rare tonic-clonic seizures, respectively, had a large sylvian porencephalic cyst: in both cases SPECT showed a congruent perfusion defect. Patient 3 suffered from Lennox-Gastaut syndrome and mental retardation; cerebral atrophy was seen on computed tomography and a SPECT pattern of multifocal cortical defects. Patient 4 presented with two inaugural consecutive tonic-clonic seizures. Both computed tomography and magnetic resonance imaging showed bilateral periventricular abnormalities, with the magnetic resonance imaging contrast suggesting demyelination. SPECT performed five days after the last seizure showed bilateral periventricular and left cortical hypoperfusion ( figure (B) ). Patient 5 who had tuberous sclerosis and mild periventricular calcifications shown on computed tomography, suffered from mental retardation and frequent tonic-clonic seizures. SPECT showed multiple cortical and subcortical areas of hypoperfusion. figure (C) ).
Discussion
In childhood epilepsy it is sometimes difficult to group.bmj.com on June 18, 2017 -Published by http://adc.bmj.com/ Downloaded from Single photon emission computed tomography in seizure disorders 1187 confirm the existence of structural lesions, to assess the indication for an anticonvulsant treatment, and to predict the evolution of the disease in terms of frequency of seizures and mental development. This is due to the complexity of the underlying neurological processes, as shown by the numerous clinical forms, patterns on electroencephalography, and aetiological factors, and to the relative paucity of information provided by conventional procedures: deep epileptic foci are frequently missed by routine electroencephalography,9 and computed tomography often fails to show small gliotic areas or cytoarchitectural changes.4 Moreover anatomic abnormalities seen on computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging do not always correlate well with clinical or electroencephalographic data. 10 The early work of Plum et al has show that haemodynamic and metabolic changes were coupled during convulsions.1' Using positron emission tomography, several authors have described a similar pattern of cerebral metabolism and cerebral blood flow in seizure disorders.2 3 The study of the perfusion alone can therefore be considered as a good approach to metabolic pertubations in epilepsy.
Recently introduced techniques combining SPECT and flow tracers have been proposed as a particularly versatile, convenient, and low cost alternative to cerebral flow studies using positron emission tomography. The first available molecules were amines labelled with 123I-iodoamphetamine and hydroxy iodo propanediamine-and have been extensively used in a wide variety of disorders of the central nervous system. They are now superseded by 99'Tc hexamethyl propylene amine oxime (HMPAO), which is superior for several reasons, in particular because of a lower cost and a lower absorbed radiation dose, allowing the administration of higher activities and leading to a better image quality. When we started this study, however, it was not commercially available in Belgium. The brain distribution of 123I iodoamphetamine is in first approximation flow dependent, but little is known about the metabolism of this tracer during seizures, and other factors might interfere.5 12 Data obtained using 1231 iodoamphetamine and SPECT in adult epilepsy, however, were consistent with findings from positron emission tomography.5 6 The use of SPECT in the study of children raises specific problems. Firstly, the effect of brain maturation on SPECT pattern is considerable. For obvious ethical reasons normal controls cannot be studied. Our experience, however, is in agreement with the evolution described in positron emission tomography and 18F-2-fluoro-2-deoxy-D-glucose, where an adult like pattern is settled after 1 year of age (even though cerebral metabolism remains with much higher absolute levels of several years). 13 Secondly, because the patients have to be kept perfectly immobile sedation is often required, and one can argue about the use of medication in a functional neurological study. Nevertheless, it is unlikely that SPECT regional distribution could be significantly influenced by single and low doses of barbiturates. `6 In the five patients with radiological lesions, SPECT showed congruent or more extensive abnormalities. On the other hand, five of the nine children with normal computed tomography had an abnormal SPECT study. Two patients with generalised seizures, diffuse polyspike-and-wave, and a normal computed tomogram had a focal or a regional SPECT hypoperfusion. This is in agreement with Podreka et al who have found, using SPECT and HMPAO, a high incidence (78%) of abnormally perfused regions in tonic-clonic seizures. 17 In patient 10 with absences and bilateral polyspikeand-wave, there was a hyperperfused focus. Interictal focal hyperperfusion has been described in patients suffering from complex partial seizures during spontaneous interictal bursts of focal electrical discharges and,18 19 more recently, in a patient studied several hours after a tonic-clonic seizure in a state of psychomotor agitation, impaired consciousness, and with generalised paroxysms shown on electroencephalography.17
The ability of SPECT imaging to detect lesions not visualised by conventional procedures has potential diagnostic, therapeutic, and prognostic implications. The discovery of an interictal focus of hypoperfusion of hyperperfusion could help to assess the epileptogenic nature of ictal like phenomena. A focal abnormality in children with absences or tonic-clonic seizures could target the treatment towards focal epilepsy. In intractable seizures, surgical procedures could integrate the data from SPECT: limited resection or corpus callosotomy might be proposed in focal or diffuse hemispheric involvement. An extensive SPECT impairment is probably associated with a severe brain dysfunction and a poor clinical evolution in terms of intellectual performance and seizure frequency. Indeed, in our limited series the SPECT pattern was intimately related to the clinical status: school difficulties, mental retardation, frequent seizures, and neurological deficit were found in eight of 10 patients with abnormal SPECT, and conversely, all children with normal SPECT had less than two seizures per year and normal neurological and intellectual development.
